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a b s t r a c t

Analysis of ship propulsion system performance is often performed using detailed hydrodynamic models
to assess load changes, which are subsequently compared to static engine limits, or by detailed engine
models that are rarely integrated with sufficiently detailed propulsion models for load change estima-
tion. To investigate the dynamic engine (overloading) behaviour and ship propulsion performance under
various heavy operating conditions, a Mean Value First Principle Parametric (MVFPP) engine model is
integrated into a ship propulsion systemmodel in this paper. An upgraded thermodynamic-based MVFPP
model for two-stroke marine diesel engines is presented, in particular a newly developed MVFPP gas
exchange model. Based on the integrated propulsion system model of a benchmark ocean-going
chemical tanker, the engine dynamic behaviour during ship acceleration, deceleration and crash stop
has been investigated. Results show that, during dynamic processes, the engine could be thermally
overloaded even if the engine power trajectory is inside the static engine operating envelope. The paper
contributes to finding proper indicators for thermal overloading of modern two-stroke marine diesel
engines. It is demonstrated that when matching the engine with the propeller and designing the ship
propulsion control system, not only the static engine operating envelope, but also the dynamic engine
behaviour should be considered.
© 2021 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Due to the well-developed technology and high propulsion ef-
ficiency, two-stroke marine diesel engines have been dominantly
used as the main propulsion engines of large ocean-going cargo
ships such as tankers, bulk carriers and container ships (MAN,
2018), which together account for 91% of the world cargo-
carrying fleet in terms of dead-weight tons (dwt) (Carlton et al.,
2013; UNCTAD, 2019). In the coming decades, two-stroke marine
diesel engines will continue to provide the largest part of most
propulsion power for the international shipping (Geertsma et al.,
2018; IMO, 2020). When investigating the ship performance in
various operating conditions, among others the capability of the
f Naval Architects of Korea.

rea. Production and hosting by El
ship propulsion plant to accelerate the ship, to carry out a crash-
stop of the ship, to turn the bow of the ship into head sea, and to
respond to the dynamic seaway in adverse sea conditions, etc.,
needs to be evaluated. Since the interactions between the engine,
the propeller, the ship and the high sea states are highly dynamic
rather than static, not only static but also dynamic behaviour of the
ship and the propulsion system should be evaluated, taking not
only the static load limits of the main engine but also the dynamic
load limits into account (Holt and Nielsen, 2021). However,
research in this regard is still limited in published literature. A static
engine model that only considers static engine torque or power and
only takes the static engine operational profile into account is
inadequate for predicting the engine's dynamic (over)loading
conditions, and may lead to misleadingly optimistic predictions. So,
correctly modelling the main engine as well as the ship propulsion
system is a critical aspect when investigating ship propulsion per-
formance in various operating conditions.

In order of complexity, engine models can be recognized as:
sevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
AC alternating current
AG auxiliary generator
Aux. Eng auxiliary engine
Aux. Gen auxiliary generator
BDC bottom dead centre
bld blowdown
CPP controllable pitch propeller
DWT dead weight tonnage
EC exhaust valve close
EO exhaust valve open
exp expelling
GB gearbox
Gen generator
IC inlet ports close
IO inlet ports open
MCR maximum continuous rating
mep mean effective pressure
MG (shaft) motor/generator
Mot motor
MVFPP mean value first principle parametric
P/D pitch/diameter ratio
PTO power take off
PTI power take in
scav scavenge
SI surge index
SLC single lever command
TDC top dead centre

Roman Symbols
a isochoric combustion parameter (�); constant

coefficients (�)
b isobaric combustion parameter (�); constant

coefficients (�)
c isothermal combustion parameter (�)
cp specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg/K)
cv specific heat at constant volume (J/kg/K)
i number of cylinders of the engine (�)
k number of revolutions per cycle (�)
m mass (kg)
M torque (Nm)
mfuel injected fuel mass per cycle (kg)
N engine rotational speed (r/s)
neng engine rotational speed (r/s)
ncomp polytropic compression exponent (�)
nexp polytropic expansion exponent (�)
nP propeller rotational speed (r/s)
nTC turbocharger rotational speed (r/s)
p pressure (Pa)

PAG,e electrical power of auxiliary generator (W)
PB,aux auxiliary engine power (W)
Pe ship effective power (W)
PElec electrical power of onboard grid (W)
PS shaft power (W)
pmax maximum in-cylinder pressure (Pa)
PMG,e electrical power of shaft motor/generator (W)
PMG,m mechanical power of shaft motor/generator (W)
q specific heat (J)
R gas constant (J/kg/K)
s slip factor (�)
sfc specific fuel consumption (g/kWh)
t thrust deduction fraction (�); time (s)
T temperature (K); thrust (N)
V cylinder volume (m3)
VS ship speed (m/s)
VA propeller advance sped (m/s)
w wake fraction (�); specific work (J)
x air mass ratio (�)
X fuel rack position (�)
y temperature ratio (�)

Greek symbols
d fuel addition factor (�)
h efficiency (�)
k specific heat ratio (�)
g specific heat ratio (�)
c ratio between specific heats of exhaust gas and air

(�)
l air excess ratio (�)
p compression ratio (�)
t temperature ratio (�)
ε heat exchanger effectiveness (�)
F mass flow (kg/s)

Subscripts
I, II first, second scavenge stage
a air
A A zone during scavenge process
ac air cooler
amb ambient
bld-out blowdown-out
eng engine
EV exhaust valve
g gas
nom nominal condition
r ratio; relative
sc scavenge
sc-in scavenge-in
sc-out scavenge-out
sc-tr trapped condition after scavenge
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models only consisting of lookup tables and/or best-fit poly-
nomials, transfer function models, mean value models, filling and
emptying (zero- or one-dimensional crank angle models),
phenomenological multizone models, and CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics) models (Baldi et al., 2015; Schulten, 2005;
Theotokatos et al., 2018). Generally, an engine model with higher
fidelity (which is different from accuracy) is more complex,
requiring more input parameters, longer calculation time and al-
ways are more difficult to adapt to different operating conditions
2

(Baldi et al., 2015; Guan et al., 2014; Payri et al., 2011).
Since the subject of research in this paper is the ship dynamic

propulsion performance, especially the engine performance in
various operating conditions is important. Then an appropriate
engine model, capable of predicting the overall engine parameters
in both steady (static) and transient (dynamic) operating condi-
tions, must be integrated into the ship propulsion system model.
The engine model must be able to calculate, for instance, the fuel
consumption, air mass flow, scavenge efficiency, air excess ratio,
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temperatures and pressures in different component volumes, en-
gine torque and speed, heat and mechanical losses, etc. All these
variables have a time scale of the complete engine operating cycle
rather than a small crank angle, for relevant time scales refer to
Fig. 6.1 in (Shi, 2013). In that case a mean value first principle model
is considered a good choice since it is capable of calculating the
overall engine performance with the time scale of each operating
cycle with a satisfactory accuracy and low computation time
(Schulten, 2005; Sui et al., 2017). Another requirement of the en-
gine model is that, being part of a larger ship model intended for
exploring research, it should fully parametric like the rest of the
model. For these reasons, a thermodynamic-basedMean Value First
Principle Parametric (MVFPP) engine model has been used in this
research.

The thermodynamic-based MVFPP model was originally devel-
oped by Delft University of Technology (the Netherlands) and
Netherlands Defence Academy (Grimmelius et al., 2007; Sui et al.,
2017). The model has been updated and used for many different
research applications. In (Grimmelius and Stapersma, 2000) the
engine thermal loading prediction and control optimization for
marine diesel engines using the MVFPP model has already been
studied. In (Schulten and Stapersma, 2003), the mean value model
of the gas exchange process for four-stroke diesel engines has been
updated. In (Schulten, 2005), the updated MVFPP model for four-
stroke diesel engines has been integrated into the ship propulsion
and manoeuvring system and the interaction between diesel en-
gines, ship and propellers during manoeuvring has been investi-
gated. Later an analytic parametric turbocharger model replacing
the compressor and turbine maps was introduced into the MVFPP
model making it fully parametric. In (Stapersma, 2008) this model
was used for investigating the influence of turbocharger matching
on ship propulsion performance. In (Geertsma et al., 2017) and
(Geertsma et al., 2018) an MVFPP engine model with a simplified
gas exchange process model has been used to investigate the in-
fluence of different propeller control strategies on the performance
of the ship propulsion performance. In (Sapra et al., 2017), using the
MVFPP engine model, the influence of the engine back pressure on
the thermal loading has been investigated to define the back
pressure limits. The above-mentioned MVFPP engine models have
been mainly applied for four-stroke engines. This paper will pre-
sent the changes made, especially of the gas exchange process, in
order to use the model for two-stroke marine diesel engines. In
particular a novel mean value scavenging model has been devel-
oped that will be presented in this paper.

For two-stroke diesel engines, the scavenging process, which is
driven by the pressure difference between the inlet receiver and
the outlet receiver, is a crucial part of the engine cycle (He andWei,
2017; Liu et al., 2014). To predict the scavenging process of the two-
stroke diesel engines for various applications, scavenging models
can be divided into three categories: one-stage models, multi-zone
models and CFD models (Ding et al., 2019; Sher, 1990). One-stage
models, which include a perfect displacement model and a per-
fect mixing model, are not realistic for predicting the scavenging
process of modern two-stroke diesel engines as the perfect
displacement model overestimates while the perfect mixing model
underestimates the scavenging performance (Sher, 1990). Due to
the large stroke/bore ratios of modern two-stroke marine diesel
engines, multi-zone models are preferable for accurate predictions
of the scavenging performance (Ding et al., 2019; Foteinos et al.,
2019; Sher, 1990). However, most of the multi-zone models are
empirical or semi-empirical models, which need empirical or
experimental parameters of the engine, rather than first principle
models. CFDmodels are not very practical for predicting the overall
engine performance (Sher, 1990), as the computational cost re-
mains high in terms of both resources and time (Cagin et al., 2016).
3

In this paper, a two-zone mean value first principle model of the
scavenging process of a two-stroke marine diesel engine will be
proposed that is suitable to be integrated in aMVFPP engine model.

The engine thermal loading, mechanical loading and
compressor surge limits are the important features in relation to
the engine and ship operational safety. The engine operating en-
velope in particular the torque/speed limit of a turbocharged diesel
engine is shaped mainly by the engine thermal loading limit (MAN,
2018). During engine operations, to protect the engine from being
overloaded, the engine is not allowed to operate outside the engine
envelope, which is specified by the engine manufacturer, and this is
normally controlled by the engine governor with a fuel rack limiter
(Grimmelius and Stapersma, 2000; Schulten, 2005). In order to
investigate the influence of various operating conditions on the
thermal loading of the engine, quantitative thermal loading in-
dicators need to be defined. To define and quantify the engine
thermal loading, a number of thermal loading indicators have been
introduced in (Grimmelius and Stapersma, 2000) when investi-
gating the influence of irregular waves as well as different control
strategies on the thermal loading of a turbocharged diesel engine.
These thermal loading indicators includes the air excess ratio,
charge pressure, engine slip factor, maximum in-cylinder temper-
ature, cylinder temperature just before exhaust valve opening (EO),
gas temperature directly after exhaust valve, exhaust receiver
temperature and gas exhaust temperature (after turbine), etc.
Among others, the air excess ratio can be used as the indicator of
both engine smoke-limit and thermal loading (Stapersma, 2010a).
Visible (black) smoke in the engine exhaust will be observed when
the air excess ratio is lower than the smoke-limit as the combustion
is incomplete due to the insufficient air. A low air excess ratio will
also cause high surface temperature of engine components that
could lead to a reduction of operational life or catastrophic failure of
the components (Nanda et al., 2017).

Summarising, the objective of this paper is to integrate an
MVFPP engine model into the ship propulsion system model of a
13,000 DWT ocean-going chemical tanker to investigate the dy-
namic engine (overloading) behaviour and ship propulsion per-
formance under various (heavy) operating conditions, for which
there is limited research in published literature. In order to do so, an
upgraded thermodynamic-based Mean Value First Principle Para-
metric (MVFPP) model for two-stroke marine diesel engines is
presented, in particular a newly developed mean value first prin-
ciple gas exchange model. Before integrating the engine model in
the ship system model, it is tested for static performance and
operational limits. Finally, this paper provides an integrated ship
propulsion system model that has been calibrated and validated
usingmeasurement data from engine testbed trial, ship model tests
in towing tank and a full-scale ship test during sea trial, which is
rare as these data are difficult to obtain in the public domain.

The outline of this paper is:

(1) To introduce the benchmark ocean-going chemical tanker
and the ship propulsion system model used in this research
(section 2);

(2) To introduce themean value first principle parametric model
for two-stroke marine diesel engine, including the closed
cylinder process model, gas exchange process model,
turbocharger model, air cooler model, auxiliary blower
model, engine mechanical and heat losses models with the
main focus on the recent additions to the model (section 3
and Appendix A and B);

(3) To calibrate and validate the enginemodel and the integrated
ship propulsion system model using engine test data, ship
model test and sea trial test data (section 4);
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(4) Using this MVFPP engine model, to investigate the engine
static thermal loading and operational limits in the whole
engine operating envelope and using the integrated ship
propulsion system model, to investigate the dynamic engine
behaviour during ship acceleration, deceleration and crash
stop operations (section 5);

(5) Conclusions and limitations of this research and recom-
mendations for future work will be provided in section 6.
Fig. 1. Layout of the updated chemical tanker propulsion system and electric gener-
ating system (Sui et al., 2020).
2. A benchmark ocean-going chemical tanker and the ship
propulsion system model

2.1. A benchmark ocean-going chemical tanker

The 13000 DWT chemical tanker introduced in (Sui et al., 2019,
2020) has been chosen as the benchmark ocean-going cargo ship in
this paper to investigate the engine dynamic behaviour during ship
propulsion operations. The general information of this ship is
presented in Table 1. The main engine of the benchmark chemical
tanker is a low speed two-stroke marine diesel engine, which
drives a Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP) and a shaft generator
(power take off, PTO). In (Sui et al., 2020), it has been conceptually
modified such that the shaft generator can also work as a shaft
motor (power take in, PTI) (Fig. 1).

2.2. Ship propulsion system model

The ship propulsion system model of the benchmark chemical
tanker (Fig. 2) that has been introduced in (Sui et al., 2020), will be
used in this paper to investigate the ship propulsion system per-
formance in various operating conditions. The applied sub-models
of ship resistance, propeller openwater characteristics, wake factor,
thrust deduction factor and relative rotative efficiency have been
introduced in (Sui et al., 2019). These models will not be elaborated
in this paper. However, section 4.2 does provide a brief verification
and validation of these models.

Thus, in this paper, the emphasis will be on the engine model-
ling as the engine model introduced in (Sui et al., 2019) and (Sui
et al., 2020), which is a regression model based on engine mea-
surement data, has here been replaced by a mean value first prin-
ciple parametric model.

3. Mean Value First Principle Parametric (MVFPP) model of
two-stroke marine diesel engine

3.1. Concepts and definitions of MVFPP engine model

3.1.1. In-cylinder processes of two-stroke marine diesel engine
The in-cylinder processes in a diesel engine cycle on the highest

level consist of the closed cylinder process and the gas exchange
process (Fig. 3). For a two-stroke diesel engine in the casewhere the
exhaust valve closes (EC) after the inlet ports closes (IC), the closed
Table 1
General information of the chemical tanker and the propulsion system (Sui et al., 2019).

Particulars of the Chemical Tanker Main Engine

Length Between Perpendiculars [m] 113.80 Type
Breadth Molded [m] 22.00 Rated Power [kW]
Depth Molded [m] 11.40 Rated Speed [rpm]
Design Draught [m] 8.50 Stroke [m]
Design Displacement [m3] 16988 Bore [m]
Capacity DWT [ton] 13021 pmax at MCR [MPa]
Design Speed [kn] 13.30 Number of Cylinders [-]

4

cylinder process starts from EC and ends at EO (exhaust valve
opens). The closed cylinder process of four-stroke diesel engines
has been modelled by the 6-point Seiliger process (1-2-3-4-5-6)
(Seiliger, 1922, 1926) in (Sui et al., 2017). In this paper, the same 6-
point Seiliger process model with some updates is applied for
modelling the closed cylinder process of the two-stroke marine
diesel engine. According to the 6-point Seiliger process, the closed
cylinder process is characterised by the following five stages: (1e2)
polytropic compression; (2e3) isochoric combustion; (3e4)
isobaric combustion and expansion; (4e5) isothermal combustion
and expansion; (5e6) polytropic expansion.

The gas exchange process (6-7-IeIIeIII) (Fig. 3) starts immedi-
ately when the exhaust valve opens (EO) after the closed cylinder
process and ends at EC and for a two-stroke diesel engine three
processes, i.e. blowdown, scavenging and an expelling process
(Fig. 3), are distinguished based on theories in (Stapersma, 2010b)
and (Ding et al., 2019).

� Blowdown (6e7)

When the exhaust valve opens, due to the higher pressure in the
cylinder than the pressure in the outlet receiver, part of the gases in
the cylinder will blow out entering the outlet receiver automati-
cally. The remaining gases in the cylinder continue their expansion
process while the blowdown gases entering the outlet receiver
together with the outgoing gases from the cylinder during the
following processes will build up the pressure in the outlet receiver
before the turbine.

� Scavenging (IO-IC)

When the inlet ports open, due to the pressure difference
Propeller

MAN 6S35ME (2-stroke) Manufacturer MAN ALPHA
4170 Type CPP
167 Nominal Revolution Rate [rpm] 167
1.55 Number of Blades 4
0.35 Diameter [m] 4.30
18.5
6



Fig. 2. Structure scheme of integrated ship propulsion and electric generating systems model of the chemical tanker (Sui et al., 2020).

Fig. 3. Conceptual model of in-cylinder pressure of a two-stroke turbocharged diesel engine, IC before EC.
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between the inlet receiver and the outlet receiver, scavenging gases
will flow through the cylinder, driving the remaining exhaust gases
out of the cylinder and providing fresh air in the cylinder.

� Expelling (IC-EC)

When the inlet ports are closed and the exhaust valve is still
open (IC before EC), a part of the gases in the cylinder will be
expelled by the upward moving piston. There will be an air loss
during the expelling process.
3.1.2. vol and resistance elements in MVFPP engine model
According to the information in the project guide of MAN

6S35ME two-stroke diesel engine (MAN, 2014a), the layout dia-
gram of the engine is shown in Fig. 4. The model structure of the
5

two-stroke marine diesel engine is shown in Fig. 5. Different
components in the model, including the air filter, compressor, air
cooler, auxiliary blow/non-return valve, inlet receiver, cylinder(s),
outlet receiver, turbine and silencer, are connected with each other
by the mass flow, temperature and pressure. When modelling the
components, the resistance element and volume element method
introduced in (Schulten and Stapersma, 2003), which is akin to the
lumped parameters modelling approach (Barton, 1992; Colonna
and van Putten, 2007; Hangos and Cameron, 2001; van Putten
and Colonna, 2007), has been used. The mass flows are calculated
as a function of the pressure differences over the components using
resistance elements, which actually are algebraic remnants of the
momentum balance, while the mass, composition, temperature
and pressure in a volume are calculated using volume elements,
which actually are integrators (breaking the algebraic loops), based



Fig. 4. Layout diagram of MAN6S35ME two-stroke marine diesel engine.

Table 2
Seiliger process definition and parameters (Stapersma, 2010a).

Seiliger stage Volume V Pressure p Temperature T Seiliger parameters

1e2 V1

V2
¼ rc

p2
p1

¼ rncomp
c

T2
T1

¼ rncomp�1
c

rc , ncomp

2e3 V3

V2
¼ 1

p3
p2

¼ a T3
T2

¼ a
a

3e4 V4

V3
¼ b

p4
p3

¼ 1 T4
T3

¼ b
b

4e5 V5

V4
¼ c

p4
p5

¼ c T5
T4

¼ 1
c

5e6 V6

V5
¼ re

p5
p6

¼ rnexp
e

T6
T5

¼ re1�nexp
re , nexp
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on the overall and partial mass balance, energy balance and the
ideal gas law.

In a volume element, the mass ‘m’ is accumulated at a certain
temperature ‘T’ and pressure ‘p’ and it consists of pure air ‘ma’ and
the stoichiometric exhaust gas ‘mg’ as shown in Eq. (1). The
composition of the mass is specified by the air mass ratio ‘x’ defined
by Eq. (2). So, ‘x’ indicates the purity of the mass and ‘x ¼ 1’ implies
pure air while ‘x ¼ 0’ implies stoichiometric combustion gas.

m¼ma þmg : (1)

x¼defma

m
: (2)

Through the resistance element, the ingoing or outgoing mass
flows with certain temperature and composition enter or exit the
volume elements. For instance, there is an ingoing mass flow ‘ _min’,
with temperature ‘Tin’ and composition ‘xin’ entering the cylinder
volume through the inlet ports; and an outgoing mass flow ‘ _mout ‘,
with temperature ‘Tout ’ and composition ‘xout ’ exiting the cylinder
Fig. 5. Model structure of two-stroke marine die

6

volume through the outlet valves.
The sub-models of engine components including turbocharger,

air cooler, auxiliary blower, non-return valve, as well as the models
of exhaust valve temperature, engine mechanical and heat losses
are presented in Appendix B.
3.2. Closed cylinder process model

The five Seiliger stages (Seiliger, 1922, 1926) are parameterised
by the Seiliger parameters as shown in Table 2. The three com-
bustion stages, i.e., the isochoric combustion, the isobaric com-
bustion and the isothermal combustion are characterised by the
combustion parameters a, b and c respectively. The polytropic
compression is parameterised by the polytropic compression
exponent ncomp and the effective compression ratio rc; while the
polytropic expansion is indicated by the polytropic expansion
exponent nexp and the expansion ratio re. The pressures, tempera-
tures, specific work and heat of each Seiliger stage are determined
by the Seiliger parameters as shown in Tables 2 and 3. Models
determine the Seiliger combustion parameters a and b, which are
functions of engine rotational speed, injected fuel mass per cycle
and ignition delay, etc. The Seiliger combustion parameter c is
determined based on the energy balance of the combustion pro-
cess, i.e., the heat input during stage 4e5 equals the total heat input
minus the heat inputs during stages 2e3 and 3e4. It is the authors'
sel engine (updated from (Schulten, 2005)).



Table 3
Specific work and heat in Seiliger process (Stapersma, 2010a).

Seiliger stage Specific work w (J) Specific heat q (J)

1e2
w12 ¼ Rg;12

ncomp � 1
,ðT1 � T2Þ q12 ¼ k12 � ncomp

ncomp � 1
,cv;12,ðT2 � T1Þ

2e3 w23 ¼ 0 q23 ¼ cv;23,ðT3 � T2Þ
3e4 w34 ¼ Rg;34,ðT4 � T3Þ q34 ¼ cp;34,ðT4 � T3Þ
4e5

w45 ¼ Rg;45,T4,ln
�
V5

V4

�
q45 ¼ Rg;45,T4,ln

�
V5

V4

�

5e6
w56 ¼ Rg;56

nexp � 1
,ðT5 � T6Þ q56 ¼ nexp � k56

nexp � 1
,cv;56,ðT6 � T5Þ

Fig. 6. Two zones of scavenging model for two-stroke uniflow marine diesel engine.
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experience that the three combustion parameters of the extended
Seiliger cycle give sufficient freedom to characterize combustion
(Ding, 2011). Modeling gas combustion has proven to be possible
(Georgescu et al., 2016). In fact, a single Wiebe model has not
essentially more parameters, although a double Wiebe model has.
However, it has been found (Sapra et al., 2020) that Seiliger
modeling may give better results than double Wiebe modeling.

The effective compression ratio rc is determined by the geom-
etry of the engine combustion chamber and the timing of inlet
valve closing (IC) for 4-stroke engine, while exhaust valve closing
(EC) for 2-stroke engine. So, for a certain engine the effective
compression ratio rc will be constant. The polytropic compression
exponent ncomp and the polytropic expansion exponent nexp are all
set as constant in the model. The expansion ratio re is determined
by the combustion parameters b, c and the timing of the exhaust
valve opening (EO). Finally, the gas properties (gas constant, spe-
cific heat and isentropic index) are determined at mean values of
temperature and composition of the Seiliger stage. The closed
cylinder process model has been investigated and analysed
extensively in (Ding, 2011; Schulten, 2005; Sui et al., 2017), and it
will not be elaborated in this paper. The focus of the two-stroke
marine diesel engine model in this paper lies on the gas ex-
change process model.

3.3. Gas exchange process model

3.3.1. Blowdown model
The blowdown process (6e7) starts immediately when the

exhaust valve opens (EO) after the closed cylinder process. During
the blowdown process, a part of the gases leaves the cylinder and
the rest of the gases remain in the cylinder. It is assumed that the
remaining gases in the cylinder continue the polytropic expansion
with an increasing cylinder volume (from V6 to V7). The pressure in
the cylinder p7 after blowdown is assumed to be equal to the
scavenging pressure pscav, which due to flow losses is somewhat
higher than the pressure in the outlet receiver por. The part of the
gases that blows down out of the cylinder expands during outflow
into the outlet receiver.

The temperature and the mass left in the cylinder after blow-
down are calculated by Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively. The mass and
temperature of the blowdown-out gases into the outlet receiver
during blowdown are calculated by Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively.

T7 ¼ T6,
�
p7
p6

�n exp�1
n exp

(3)

m7 ¼
pscav,VIO

R7,T7
(4)

mbld�out ¼m6 �m7 (5)
7

Tbld�out ¼
m6,Tbld �m7,T7

mbld�out
,

�
1
kbld

þ kbld � 1
kbld

,
por
pscav

�
(6)

The composition of the gases during blowdown is the same as
that in cylinder at the end of the closed cylinder process, which is
calculated by the closed cylinder process model.

x7 ¼ xbld�out ¼ x6 (7)
3.3.2. Scavenging model
In this paper, the newly developed two-zone mean value first

principle model of the scavenging process of a two-stroke marine
diesel engine is described. According to the novel scavenging
model, the cylinder is divided into two zones, namely A zone and B
zone (Fig. 6). A zone is close to the exhaust valve and contains only
‘pure’ exhaust gas that is left from the previous cycle after blow-
down, i.e. the initial existing exhaust gas. B zone is close to the inlet
ports and contains a perfect mixture of the initially existing exhaust
gas and the incoming fresh air. As mentioned previously, neither a
perfect displacement model (with B zone containing pure fresh air)
nor a perfect mixing model (without A zone) is realistic for long-
stroke two-stroke marine diesel engines. So, in order to make it
more realistic for predicting the scavenge process of two-stroke
engines, the new model combines the perfect displacement
model and perfect mixing model (Fig. 6). Two scavenging stages,
i.e., stage I and stage II, are distinguished according to the



Fig. 7. Normalised temperature in cylinder.
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developments of the two zones. During stage I, B zone grows from
an initial size gradually pushing A zone out of the cylinder and A
zone disappears at the end of stage I. During stage II, A zone has
been removed from the cylinder and only B zone exists in the
cylinder. Note that stage II will not occur if the scavenging time is
insufficiently long and, in that case, only stage I exists during the
scavenging process. The scavenging model is representative for the
type of models required in a mean value approach. The main idea is
presented below and details can be found in Appendix A.

In the mean value scavenging model, the scavenging time of the
whole scavenging process has been made nondimensional as the
relative scavenging time tsc;r by Eq. (8). For details of the relative
scavenging time, please refer to Appendix A.1.

tsc;r ¼
_Vsc�in

i,V
,tcycle ¼

Rsc�in,Tsc�in, _msc�in

p,V
,

k
i,N

(8)

where, V is the volume of the cylinder, which is assumed to be
constant during the scavenging process (V ¼ VIO); p is the pressure
in the cylinder; _Vsc�in and _msc�in are the mean value scavenging air
volume and mass flow of the engine; Tsc�in and Rsc�in are the
temperature and gas constant of the ingoing scavenging air flow
respectively; tcycle is the time of a full cylinder cycle, i is the number
of the cylinders of the engine;N is the engine rotational speed and k
is the number of revolutions per cycle (for two-stroke engine k ¼ 1,
and for four-stroke engine k ¼ 2).

The size of A zone SA is quantified by the ratio of the mass in A
zone mA to that in the whole cylinder volume m, i.e. SA ¼ mA=m.
The relative scavenging time of stage I tsc;r;I is determined by the
initial size of A zone SAð0Þ, namely tsc;r;I ¼ SAð0Þ. So, the scavenging
stage I is indicated by tsc;r � tsc;r;I and stage II by tsc;r > tsc;r;I
(Appendix A.2.4).

According to themean value scavengingmodel, the temperature
T, mass m and composition x of the gases in the cylinder are
calculated by Eqs. (9)e(11) respectively. For details of how these
equations are derived, please refer to Appendix A.2 and A.3. Note
that the temperature T and the mass m in the cylinder have been
normalised as the temperature ratio y ¼ T=Tsc�in and themass ratio
m=mð0Þ by dividing ingoing scavenging air temperature Tsc�in and
the initial mass in the cylinder mð0Þ respectively as shown in Eqs.
(9) and (10).

y ¼def T
Tsc�in

¼

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

yð0Þ
1þ tsc;r,½yð0Þ � 1�tsc;r � tsc;r;I

yIIð0Þ
1þ ½yIIð0Þ � 1�,

h
1� e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ

itsc;r > tsc;r;I

(9)

m
mð0Þ¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

1þ tsc;r,½yð0Þ � 1�tsc;r � tsc;r;I

yð0Þ,
�
1�

�
1� 1

yIIð0Þ
�
,e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ

�
tsc;r > tsc;r;I

(10)

x¼ma

m
¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

½yð0Þ � xð0Þ�,tsc;r þ xð0Þ
1þ tsc;r,½yð0Þ � 1� tsc;r � tsc;r;I

1� ½1� xIIð0Þ�,e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ

1þ ½yIIð0Þ � 1�,
h
1� e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ

itsc;r > tsc;r;I

(11)

where, yð0Þ and xð0Þ are the initial temperature ratio and the initial
air mass ratio in the cylinder respectively; yIIð0Þ and xIIð0Þ are the
8

initial temperature ratio and the initial air mass ratio of stage II
respectively.

The initial size of A zone SA(0) has a significant influence on the
scavenging process, which is shown in Fig. 7 to Fig. 9. For analysing
the influence of the initial size of A zone, the in-cylinder temper-
ature, mass and purity for a case, where Tin ¼ 50 �C, T(0) ¼ 550 �C
and x(0) ¼ 0.2 has been assumed, are presented in Figs. 7e9. The
two-zone scavenging model will go to the limit of a ‘perfect
displacement’ model when SA(0) is unity and to a ‘perfect mixing’
model when SA(0) is zero. During the scavenging process, the in-
cylinder temperature will drop faster in stage I than in stage II as
shown in Fig. 7. With a higher SA(0), the temperature will drop
faster and the final temperature will be lower within a limited
scavenging time. In particular, if SA(0) ¼ 1 (a perfect displacement
model) the in-cylinder temperature will drop to the temperature of
the ingoing scavenging flowwhen the relative scavenging time tsc;r
is unity (tsc/tsc ¼ 1). The in-cylinder mass (Fig. 8) actually has an
inverse trend as that of the temperature because m∙T in the cyl-
inder is constant according to themodel. In stage I, both themass in
B zone and mass in the whole cylinder volume increase linearly.

The purity (air mass ratio or air fraction) in cylinder (Fig. 9)
increases from an initial value higher than zero, which in this case is
assumed as 0.2, due to the fact that there will be unburnt air in the
residual gas from last cycle as a result of air excess. The purity after
scavenging process will be higher with a larger SA(0) if the scav-
enging time is sufficiently long.

Even more important for use in a mean value engine model, is
the mean value of mass msc�out , temperature Tsc�out and compo-
sition xsc�out flowing into the outlet receiver. These are found to be:

msc�out

mð0Þ ¼1þ yð0Þ,tsc;r � m
mð0Þ (12)

ysc�out ¼
def Tsc�out

Tsc�in
¼ yð0Þ,tsc;r
1þ yð0Þ,tsc;r � m

mð0Þ
(13)

xsc�out ¼
xð0Þ þ yð0Þ,tsc;r � m

mð0Þ,x

1þ yð0Þ,tsc;r � m
mð0Þ

(14)

For details of how these equations are derived, please refer to
Appendix A.4.



Fig. 8. Normalised mass in cylinder.

Fig. 9. Air mass ratio (purity) in cylinder.
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3.3.3. Expelling process model
During the expelling process the inlet ports are closed while the

exhaust valves are still open and the upward moving piston expels
gases out of the cylinder. For modern engines this is a large amount
since the exhaust valve is closed very late. It is assumed that during
the expelling process the gas state in the cylinder is homogeneous
and the in-cylinder condition and composition remain the same as
the trapped in-cylinder condition and composition after the scav-
enging process, although the cylinder volume and mass is
decreasing due to the upward moving piston. So, the trapped in-
cylinder condition after the expelling process, which is the start-
ing condition of the closed-cylinder process, is the same as the
trapped in-cylinder condition after the scavenging process, how-
ever with a smaller volume and mass. The mass of the gases
expelled from the cylinder and entering the outlet receiver is
calculated by Eq. (15), and the composition and temperature are
calculated by Eqs. (16) and (17) respectively. The trapped mass after
scavenging processmsc-tr is calculated by the scavengingmodel, i.e.,
Eq. (10). The trapped mass after the gas exchange process m1 is
calculated by Eq. (18).
9

mexp ¼msc�tr �m1 (15)

xexp ¼ x1 ¼ xsc�tr (16)

Texp ¼ T1 ¼ Tsc�tr and also pexp ¼ p1 ¼ psc�tr (17)

m1 ¼
p1,V1

R1,T1
(18)

Finally, the slip factor s of the gas exchange process is defined as
the total mass of the fresh air flowing through the cylinder volume
mslip divided by the fresh air mass trapped in the cylinder volume at
the end of the gas exchange process mfresh (Stapersma, 2010a) as
shown in Eq. (19). The slip factor of the two-stroke diesel engine
can be calculated using Eq. (20).

s ¼def mslip

mfresh
(19)

s¼ VIC

VEC
,
1� xð0Þ
x� xð0Þ,y,tsc;r � 1 (20)

where, VIC and VEC are the cylinder volumes at IC (Inlet ports close)
and EC (Exhaust valve close) respectively. Note that, during scav-
enging process, fresh air slip can only occur in the two-zone scav-
enging model if the scavenging time is sufficient to reach stage II.
4. Model calibration, verification and validation

The ship propulsion system model of the benchmark chemical
tanker introduced in (Sui et al., 2019, 2020) has been adopted in this
paper. The models of ship resistance, propeller open water char-
acteristics, wake factor, thrust deduction factor and relative rotative
efficiency have been calibrated in (Sui et al., 2019). Therefore, only
the engine model calibration will be presented in this paper.
Despite the asymmetry in model calibration, both models, i.e. the
engine model and the ship propulsion system model, are validated
in this section. Considering the fact that detailed measurement
information of ship and engine in actual operations is missing, it
should be noted that validation efforts in this research are
restricted to the available measurement information. The latter is
another reasonwhy this research applies Mean Value First Principle
Parametric (MVFPP) models. The number of parameters that need
to be calibrated in such models is typically smaller than in more
detailed models and require less detailed measurement informa-
tion in the first place. Finally, it should be noted that both models
are also verified, in this section and the next, meaning that general
trends in the simulation results are reviewed against expected and
generally known behaviour of engines and ship propulsion sys-
tems. The applied model verification and validation philosophy is
based on (Thacker et al., 2004).
4.1. Engine model calibration, verification and validation

The mean value model of the two-stroke marine diesel engine
MAN6S35ME-B9.3 (4170 kW@ 167 rpm) is calibrated and validated
before it is integrated into the ship propulsion system model, using
the engine test data provided by the engine manufacturer. Some of
parameters calibrating the engine model at nominal operating
point are shown in Table 4. Note that, only calibration in nominal
operating point is required to calibrate the MVFPPmodel, while the
parameters of off-design points will be determined by the model.

The engine model is validated by comparing the simulation



Fig. 10. Mass flows.

Fig. 11. Buchi temperatures.
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results with the engine test data of the mass flows, Buchi pressures
and temperatures, turbocharger speed, in-cylinder compression
and maximum pressures and the specific fuel consumption as
shown in Fig. 10 to Fig. 15. The engine performance has been
measured at different loads (100%, 90%, 75%, 50% and 10%) while
keeping the engine rotational speed constant at nominal speed
(167 rpm). The simulation results are generated by running the
engine model (quasi-)statically with decreasing engine load (from
100% to 10% of nominal power) along the generator law (constant
engine rotational speed at 167 rpm). Thus, only (quasi-)static
simulation results of the engine model along the generator law
have been validated and the simulation results have shown a good
consistency with the engine test data. Although the simulation
results along the propeller law have not been validated due to the
lack of test data of the same engine, the results have been checked
and verified with the test data of another engine from the same
engine family, which has the same nominal rotational speed but a
higher nominal power. Note that, the ‘sharp changes’ in the simu-
lation results occurring at around 35% of nominal engine power, as
shown in Figs. 10e15, are caused by the operation of the auxiliary
blower.

When reducing the engine load, the fuel mass flow injected into
the engine cylinders for combustion will decrease (Fig. 10), and
consequently the energy in the exhaust gas flowing out of the
cylinders into the outlet receiver also decreases. As a result, the
temperature and pressure in the outlet receiver before the turbine
decreases (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). The turbocharger rotational speed
will drop (Fig.13) due to the lower enthalpy of the exhaust flow into
the turbine. The compressor that is driven by the turbine has less
power to charge the air, so, the temperature and pressure after the
compressor as well as the charging air mass flow will decrease
(Figs. 10, Figs. 11 and 12). The in-cylinder compression pressure and
the maximum combustion pressure are also dropping with the
decreasing engine load (Fig. 14). The engine specific fuel con-
sumption will, however, first decease and then increase sharply at
low loads and reaches the lowest at around 70% nominal power
(Fig. 15). Note that, the temperature after turbine will first decrease
slightly and then increase at low loads before the blower starts
operating (Fig. 11), and that is caused by the dropping turbine ef-
ficiency at low engine loads. The auxiliary blower operating at low
engine loads helps to boost the air charging when the turbocharger
is not able to provide sufficient air to the engine. As a result, the air
and exhaust mass flows increase sharply, while the temperatures in
the outlet receiver and after the turbine will drop.

According to the above, the engine model is considered to be
verified, i.e. the model simulates engine behaviour to an acceptable
degree. Furthermore, Figs. 10e15 show that simulation results are
close to the available measurement data and the model is thus also
considered to be validated to a certain extent. Note that it is
impossible to calibrate the model such that all simulation results
exactly match the available measurement data. With more detailed
models, i.e. even higher fidelity models, this would perhaps be
Table 4
Selected calibration parameters of the engine model (nominal engine operating point).

Parameters in closed cylinder process
model

Parameters in gas exc
model

rc [-] 16.842 SA(0) [-]
ncomp [-] 1.321 y(0) [-]
a [-] 1.169 x(0) [-]
b [-] 1.609 s [-]
c [-] 2.927 tsc,r [-]
re [-] 4.195
nexp [-] 1.330

10
possible, if all parameters are carefully calibrated. However, the cost
of additional calibration efforts and significantly increased
computational times are reasons to not pursue this path. Moreover,
the engine model will be utilised in a larger simulation environ-
ment (including the ship propulsion) to simulate large time pe-
riods, i.e. multiple hours or even days (not in this paper, but in other
parts of the research). A model that has acceptable predictive ca-
pabilities while being fast at the same time, is therefore preferred.
hange process Parameters in turbocharger and air
cooler model

0.8237 pcom [-] 3.8640
2.6110 ptur [-] 3.4960
0.4642 hTC [-] 0.6278
0.4263 tTC [-] 2.3969
0.7971 aTC [-] 0.7

bTC [-] 0.5
εTC [-] 0.9569



Fig. 12. Buchi pressures.

Fig. 13. Turbocharger rotational speed.

Fig. 14. In-cylinder pressures.

Fig. 15. Specific fuel consumption.
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4.2. Ship resistance and propulsion model verification and
validation

As discussed in section 2.2, the ship resistance and propulsion
model is not explained in detail in this paper. Still, a few remarks
about updates of the models introduced in (Sui et al., 2019) and (Sui
et al., 2020) are necessary. The propeller model used in (Sui et al.,
2019) has been updated from considering only the first quadrant
of the propeller open water diagram to taking the four quadrants
open water characteristics into account. The four quadrants open
water diagram is required when investigating the whole field of
operation for the propeller during ship manoeuvring, including
running astern and dynamic behaviour such as stopping and ac-
celeration (Carlton, 2019; Klein Woud and Stapersma, 2002). To
update the propeller model, the original MAN Alpha propeller that
is actually installed on the chemical tanker has been replaced by a
Wageningen C-series Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP) (Dang et al.,
2013), which is developed by MARIN (the Maritime Research
Institute Netherlands). The Wageningen C-series CPP comprises 4-
and 5-bladed propellers with blade area ratios of 0.40, 0.55, 0.60,
0.70 and 0.75. The 4-bladed C-series propellers including C4-40,
C4-55 and C4-70 have four quadrants open water diagrams for
nominal pitches of P/D ¼ 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4. The C4-55 propeller
with nominal pitch of P/D¼ 0.8 has been selected for modelling the
propeller of the chemical tanker, as it has a blade area ratio (0.55)
and design pitch (0.8) close to those of the MAN Alpha propeller
installed in the benchmark ship (blade area ratio ¼ 0.52 and P/
D ¼ 0.71. However, to model the propeller of the benchmark ship
using the data of C4-55, the open water characteristics of the
chosen C4-55 propeller need to be slightly corrected to reduce the
differences between the two different propellers as much as
possible. Unfortunately, only data of the open water diagram at
design pitch in the first quadrant is available for the MAN Alpha
propeller. Thus, the four quadrant characteristics of the C4-55
propeller has been corrected based on the first quadrant open
water diagram of the original MAN Alpha propeller at design pitch
(P/D ¼ 0.71).

The ship resistance and propulsion model has subsequently
been verified and validated using the sea trial measurement data
and the ship model test data as shown in Fig. 16. Note that the
simulation results are generated by running the ship propulsion
model under constant propeller pitch control mode (Sui et al., 2019,
2020), where the propeller pitch is kept constant (at design pitch P/



Fig. 17. Simulated (stationary) operating points across the engine envelope.
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D ¼ 0.71) until the engine revolution reaches the minimum rota-
tional speed limit (81.83 rpm, 49% of the engine nominal rotational
speed) that is set in the combinator curve. The simulation results
show that the ship velocity and shaft power (Fig. 16(b)) will in-
crease at constant shaft revolutions when the ship sails slowly. A
good consistency between the propulsion simulation results and
the ship propulsion model test results as well as the sea trial test
data is shown in Fig. 16, while general trends in the simulation
results are as expected. For example, an approximately cubic power
relationship can be noticed between ship speed and shaft or ship
effective towing power. Furthermore, an almost linear relationship
can be noticed between propeller rotational speed (shaft speed)
and ship velocity for the part of the combinatory curve where
propeller pitch is kept constant. The main reason that these re-
lationships are not exactly cubic and linear is because the ship
resistance is modelled quite accurately with variable specific
resistance values, see (Sui et al., 2019), rather than a simple square
relationship between ship resistance and ship speed. The latter
would have resulted in the traditional propeller law when com-
bined with low-fidelity assumptions with regards to propeller-hull
interaction coefficients and constant pitch operation of the CPP.
5. Results and discussion

5.1. Engine stationary behaviour and operational limits

Based on the MVFPP engine model, static operating points
covering the entire engine envelope (Fig.17) specified by the engine
manufacturer (MAN, 2014a, 2018) have been simulated to investi-
gate the engine stationary behaviour. In particular the engine me-
chanical loading, thermal loading and compressor surge across the
whole engine operating envelopewill be investigated. In the engine
model the fuel rack limiter is switched off, so that the engine can
also run outside the envelope to reveal both the causes and con-
sequences of engine overloading. It can also provide an insight on
how the engine operating limits are specified. For these purposes,
the contour plots of the indicators of the engine mechanical
loading, thermal loading and compressor surge across the entire
engine operating envelope have been presented in Fig. 18 to Fig. 28.
Fig. 16. Ship propulsion
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5.1.1. Engine mechanical loading
The engine torque (or the mean effective pressure, mep) and the

maximum in-cylinder pressure have been selected as the indicators
of the engine mechanical loading. The engine torque is almost
proportional to the injected fuel per cycle that is proportionally
determined by the fuel rack position (Fig.18), which is controlled by
the engine governor. According to the simulation results, the
highest maximum in-cylinder pressure happens in high engine
speed area (Fig. 19) and the maximum in-cylinder pressure will
drop when the engine speed and engine torque decrease. So, the
engine mechanical overloading is not the limiting factor of the
engine torque and power when operating (statically) in low speed
and/or low power area, where the engine thermal overloading is
the real limiting factor as will be shown in the next section.

5.1.2. Engine thermal loading
The air excess ratio l, inlet receiver pressure pIR, maximum in-

cylinder temperature Tmax, in-cylinder temperature just before
opening of the exhaust valve (EO) TEO, exhaust valve temperature
validation results.



Fig. 18. Fuel rack position (Stationary behaviour). Fig. 20. Air excess ratio l (Stationary behaviour).

Fig. 21. Inlet receiver pressure pIR (Stationary behaviour).
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TEV, temperature in outlet receiver TOR and temperature after tur-
bine TTUR have been selected as the thermal loading indicators for
investigating the engine thermal load limit. The air excess ratio
(Fig. 20), which is an indicator of both engine thermal loading and
black-smoke, will decreasewhen the engine operates at low speeds
with high engine torque. For the same engine torque and thus the
same injected fuel mass, the inlet receiver pressure (charge pres-
sure) (Fig. 21) will decrease at lower engine speeds and conse-
quently the available combustion air mass for the engine will drop.
According to the simulation results in Figs. 20e23, the operating
areas of the highest maximum in-cylinder temperature and highest
in-cylinder temperature just before EO coincide with that of the
lowest air excess ratio; clearly demonstrating the cooling effect of a
surplus of air in the cylinder. When the air excess ratio decreases,
the maximum in-cylinder temperature (Fig. 22) and in-cylinder
temperature just before EO (Fig. 23) will increase and could
exceed the allowable high temperature limit if the engine runs
outside the operating envelope, especially at low speeds. Note that,
the ‘separating lines’ in the contour plots are caused by the oper-
ation of the auxiliary blower. Although these results may seem
obvious, or in line with what is to be expected of the model, they
Fig. 19. Maximum in-cylinder pressure pmax (Stationary behaviour).
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are presented here to build confidence in the predictive capabilities
of the MVFPP engine model.

Note that in Fig. 23 the in-cylinder temperature just before EO
has a very similar trend as the engine static operating limits. This
indicates that TEO is considered the important indicator of thermal
overloading of the engine by the manufacturers and the limit value
for this engine seems to be 1050 K. This can be understood, since
these are the highest temperatures experienced by the exhaust
valve at themoment that the valve opens before slip air can cool the
valve down again. The exhaust valve temperature estimator in
Fig. 24 tries to capture also the latter effect and it could in some
cases be a better criterion for thermal overloading.

Due to the cooling effect of the slipping charge air during the gas
exchange process, which is characterized by the engine slip factor
(Fig. 27), the (average) exhaust valve temperature (Fig. 24) and the
temperature in the outlet receiver (Fig. 25) have different trends
from that of the in-cylinder temperature just before EO TEO. This
finding, i.e. TEO as thermal overload limit indicator rather than TEV, is
different from what is reported by (Sapra et al., 2017) for 4-stroke
engines, which warrants further investigation in future research.
Also, the outlet receiver temperature seems not the basis for the



Fig. 22. Maximum in-cylinder temperature Tmax (Stationary behaviour).

Fig. 23. In-cylinder temperature just before EO TEO (Stationary behaviour).

Fig. 24. Exhaust valve temperature TEV (Stationary behaviour).
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manufacturers limit in the static performance diagram. It equates
the turbine inlet temperature, which in this case according to
manufacturer specification has a limit for continuous operation of
923 K. The slip factor is the highest when the engine runs in the
operating area where the air excess ratio is the lowest, and the
possible highest exhaust valve temperature and outlet receiver
temperature have been cooled down due to the high slip factor in
that area. As a result, the highest exhaust valve temperature and
outlet receiver temperature happen in the area that is close toMCR.
Due to the influence of the turbine pressure ratio and turbine ef-
ficiency, the trend of the temperature after turbine (Fig. 26) is
different from that of the temperature before the turbine (the
outlet receiver temperature). When the engine power drops, the
temperature after turbine will first slightly drop and then go up
until the auxiliary blower starts operating.

It may be concluded that for an indicator of 2-stroke engine
static thermal loading it is wiser to consider the in-cylinder tem-
peratures, particularly the one just before EO, rather than e.g. the
exhaust valve temperature for this model.
5.1.3. Compressor surge
The engine operations could also be limited by the compressor

surge, especially for four-stroke diesel engines operating along the
propeller law (constant propeller pitch) (Stapersma, 2010b). How-
ever, for the two-stroke marine diesel engine for which the air
swallow characteristic is independent of engine speed the situation
is less severe. For the engine investigated in this paper, the
compressor surge index is negative across the entire engine oper-
ating envelope (Fig. 28) indicating that in static operations the
compressor will not surge. The constant surge index lines are
almost parallel to the constant power lines and the surge index
decreases (the compressor operating point gets closer to the surge
line) when the engine power reduces until the auxiliary blower
starts operating. It indicates that the compressor surge is influ-
enced almost equally by the engine torque and the engine speed,
and the operation of the auxiliary blower helps to prevent the
compressor from surging when the engine is running at low engine
speed and/or torque. Without the auxiliary blower, the engine will
surge when operating below certain power and the surge limit line
locates somewhere below the ‘separating lines’ and is parallel with
the constant surge index lines.
T
Fig. 25. Outlet receiver temperature TOR (Stationary behaviour).



Fig. 26. Temperature after turbine TTUR (Stationary behaviour).

Fig. 27. Slip factor s (Stationary behaviour).

Fig. 28. Compressor surge index (Stationary behaviour).
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5.2. Engine dynamic behaviour during different ship operations

The dynamic engine behaviour during ship acceleration, decel-
eration and crash stop have been investigated based on the inte-
grated ship propulsion model. The ship operations are
implemented by changing the engine (propeller) and propeller
pitch setting. These two control inputs are controlled by a single
lever command (SLC) using the pre-defined combinator curve (Sui
et al., 2019, 2020), and the SLC has a range from�100 (full astern) to
100 (full ahead). In the simulations of the above-mentioned ship
operations, the actual sea condition is set as normal, i.e., with 15%
sea margin, and the shaft generator (PTO) is switched on. The PTO
power is set as constant at 350 kW.

5.2.1. Ship acceleration
In the simulations of ship acceleration and deceleration, the

constant pitch propulsion control mode has been applied. The
propeller pitch (angle) is set at 16.6�, which is 93% of the design
pitch (17.83� or equivalently P/D ¼ 0.7075), and the ship accelera-
tion and deceleration are implemented by changing the propeller
revolution through SLC.

To accelerate the ship, the SLC command is increased from 60 to
90 and the corresponding propeller revolution is increased from
100 rpm to 150 rpm (Fig. 29(a)). The ship speed will be conse-
quently increased from 8.1 knots to 12 knots finally. The engine
brake performance including the engine speed, torque, power and
fuel rack behaviour during the ship acceleration is shown in
Fig. 29(b). The engine power trajectory during ship acceleration is
inside the engine operating envelope during the dynamic process.
The dynamic behaviour of the engine thermal loading during ship
acceleration are compared with the corresponding static results
(Fig. 29(c)), which are read (interpolated) directly from the static
engine performance maps (Figs. 20e28) according to the engine
power trajectory.

From the comparison, obvious differences between the dynamic
and static results are observed especially during the transient
process, while they coincide with each other when the process
becomes steady. During the transient process of ship acceleration,
the air excess ratio drops from 2 to the lowest 1.7 and exceeds the
air excess ratio limit assumed in the model, which is 1.7. The dy-
namic value of the air excess ratio is much lower than the static
value read from the static map (Fig. 20). Thus, there is a real chance
of black smoke development during this acceleration manoeuvre,
which may also cause engine fouling obviously. The maximum in-
cylinder temperature Tmax and in-cylinder temperature just
before EO TEO, exhaust valve temperature TEV, outlet receiver tem-
perature TOR and temperature after turbine TTUR will all first in-
crease to the highest values during the transient process before
dropping to the steady (static) values. The dynamic increases of the
temperatures are higher than the static values. For instance, the in-
cylinder EO temperature TEO, is higher than the static value by 82 K.
TEO reaches as high as 1072 K and it exceeds according to Fig. 23 the
static thermal load limit of the engine, which, according to the
previous section, was 1050 K and coincided with the load limit in
the static performance diagram. Whether this limit also is required
under dynamic conditions remains an issue for further research. As
expected the turbocharger speed, air mass flow, compressor pres-
sure ratio, and consequently the inlet receiver pressure and the
maximum in-cylinder pressure will increase during ship accelera-
tion. The (negative) compressor surge index will drop, indicating
that the compressor operating points are moving away from the
surge line, so the compressor will not surge during ship
acceleration.



Fig. 29. Simulation results of ship acceleration.
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These results show that using static engine performance maps
to investigate the engine dynamic behaviour could lead to
misleading results.
16
5.2.2. Ship deceleration
To decelerate the ship, the SLC is reduced from 90 to 60 and the

corresponding propeller revolution is decreased from 150 rpm to
100 rpm (Fig. 30(a)). Again, obvious differences between the
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dynamic simulation results and the static results interpolated from
the static engine performance maps can be found (Fig. 30(c) and
(d)). During the transient process of the ship deceleration, the air
excess ratio will go up as high as 3.3 before dropping back to around
2; the maximum in-cylinder temperature, in-cylinder temperature
just before EO, exhaust valve temperature, outlet receiver tem-
perature and temperature after turbine will first drop before
gradually going up to a steady value (Fig. 30(c)). During ship
deceleration, although the engine will be neither mechanically nor
thermally overloaded (Fig. 30(b) and (c)), the compressor can surge,
i.e., the compressor surge index becomes positive (Fig. 30(d)). A
positive compressor surge index indicates that the compressor
Fig. 29. (con
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operating line has crossed the surge line and runs in the unstable
surge area as can be seen in the compressor map (Fig. 30(d)). The
results have shown again that static engine performance maps
cannot be directly used (interpolated) to predict the engine dy-
namic behaviour, as it will provide misleading results.
5.2.3. Ship crash stop
In the simulations of ship crash stop, the constant revolution

propulsion control mode has been applied. The propeller revolu-
tion is set at 163.7 rpm and kept constant. The full ahead
(SLC ¼ 100) propeller pitch angle is set at 16.6�, which is 93% of the
design pitch (17.83� or equivalently P/D ¼ 0.7075); while the full
tinued).



Fig. 30. Simulation results of ship deceleration.
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astern (SLC ¼ �100) propeller pitch is set at �11.6�, which is �65%
of the design pitch.

The ship crash stop is implemented by reducing SLC from 100
to �100 (full ahead to full astern), so the propeller pitch will
18
consequently change from 16.6� to �11.6� (Fig. 31(a)). During ship
crash stop, the engine mechanical load (torque and maximum in-
cylinder pressure) will first drop due the decreasing positive pro-
peller pitch; and then increase again (slightly overloaded) due to
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the increasing negative pitch (Fig. 31(b) and (d)). The engine ther-
mal load will also first drop and then go up again during the
transient process of ship crash stop (Fig. 31(c)). In particular, when
the engine load goes up, the air excess ratio drops below the limit as
low as 1.47, and the engine could produce black smoke and be
thermally overloaded. Furthermore, before the engine is thermally
overloaded, the compressor may surge first when the engine load
drops, making the engine dynamic behaviour even worse during
the ship crash stop, exceeding all limits in one manoeuvre.

From the simulation results of ship acceleration, deceleration
and crash stop, it is learnt that when the engine is under dynamic
operations, although the engine power is within the (static)
Fig. 30. (con

19
operating envelope, the engine could still exceed the operating
limits, especially the thermal overloading limit, black-smoke limit
and compressor surge limit. To protect the engine from over-
loading, black smoking and compressor surge during ship acceler-
ation, deceleration and (crash) stop, the changing rates of propeller
revolution and pitch should be carefully controlled based on the
real dynamic engine performance rather than the static engine
performance maps, as the latter could provide misleading results
on engine dynamic behaviour prediction.
tinued).



Fig. 31. Simulation results of ship crash stop.
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6. Conclusions and recommendations

This paper has introduced a Mean Value First Principle Para-
metric (MVFPP) engine model of the two-stroke marine diesel
engine. The MVFPP engine model has been integrated into a ship
propulsion system model of the benchmark ocean-going chemical
tanker. Based on theMean Value First Principle Parametric (MVFPP)
engine model and the integrated ship propulsion model, the engine
behaviour including mechanical loading, thermal loading and
compressor surge of the benchmark chemical tanker under both
static and dynamic operating conditions has been investigated. It
Fig. 31. (con
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has been demonstrated that the MVFPP engine model can be
considered adequate to predict the engine behaviour in ship pro-
pulsion systemwith detailed information and satisfactory accuracy
and calculation speed.

For the two-stroke marine diesel engine, the torque/speed limit
is mainly limited by the engine thermal load at lower engine speeds
and mechanical load at high speeds, although the latter is rarely
exceeded. The air excess ratio and the in-cylinder temperature just
before exhaust valve opening (EO) both are effective indicators for
2-stroke engine thermal loading. This contradicts earlier findings
for 4-stroke engineswhere the exhaust valve temperature indicator
tinued).
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performed better and this needs further investigation. The large
slip factor of two-stroke diesel engines helps cooling the exhaust
valve temperature and the temperature in the outlet receiver
before the turbine. Compressor surge is not a limiting factor of the
operations of the two-stroke engine under static conditions even at
low loads, especially for two-stroke marine diesel engines with
auxiliary blowers. During transient process of dynamic operations,
the engine behaviour cannot be directly read (interpolated) from
the static engine behaviour maps (the static performance plotted in
engine power/revolution envelope). The engine could still be
thermally overloaded during for instance ship acceleration, while
the compressor could surge during deceleration, even if the engine
power trajectory is still inside the static engine power/revolution
envelope during such dynamic processes. Thus, the engine static
performance maps are inadequate for predicting the engine dy-
namic performance.

When matching the engine with the propeller and/or when
designing the ship propulsion control system, not only the static
engine operating envelope, but also the dynamic engine behaviour
should be taken into account. To protect the engine from over-
loading during ship dynamic and/or heavy operations and as a
result improve the ship and engine operational safety, the rate of
change of the engine speed and propeller pitch normally is
controlled using feed forward schedules. Of course, this may result
in longer acceleration, deceleration and/or crash stop times, which
is something the crew of the ship should be aware of. More intel-
ligent control schemes are possible when based on simulations
using the realistic dynamic engine and propulsion models as pre-
sented in this paper.

Note that, when investigating the dynamic engine behaviour
during ship acceleration, deceleration and crash stop, only normal
sea condition has now been considered. The sea condition is simply
modelled by the Sea Margin (SM), which indicates the increase of
ship resistance due to actual sea conditions compared to the sea
trial condition (calm sea). In future work, a more detailed sea state
model, especially the wind and waves models, the latter also
comprising the dynamic effect on the wake fraction that through
the propeller directly affects the load of the engine, will be applied
and integrated into the ship propulsion and manoeuvring model.
Based on the model, effects of adverse sea conditions on the ship
propulsion and manoeuvring performance as well as the engine
behaviour will be explored with a view on the concerns about low
installed power in ships after introduction of IMO's EEDI rulings.
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Appendix A. Two-stage scavenging model

A.1 Relative scavenging time and scavenging time constant.
A.1.2 Mean value scavenging mass flow of the engine.
22
In the mean value model, all the mass flows in the engine have
been averaged over the full cycle (Stapersma, 2010c). Accordingly,
the mean value scavenging mass flow is calculated by Eq. (A.1).

_msc�in ¼def
i,
ðtIC
tIO

~_msc�in,dt

tcycle
(A.1)

where, i is the number of the cylinders of the engine; ~_msc�in is
the real ingoing scavenging mass flow per cylinder of the engine;
tcycle is the time of the full cycle and is calculated by tcycle ¼ k=N, in
which N is the engine rotational speed and k is the number of
revolutions per cycle (for two-stroke engine k ¼ 1, and for four-
stroke engine k ¼ 2); tIO and tIC are the time when the inlet ports
open and close respectively.

It is assumed that EO and IC are instantaneous and that the
pressures in both the cylinder and the inlet receiver are constant
during the scavenging process. As a result, the scavenging mass

flow ~_msc�in, which can be calculated by the resistance element of
the inlet ports, is also constant. So, the mean value scavengingmass
flow of the engine is calculated by Eq. (A.2).

_msc�in ¼ ~_msc�in,
tsc,N,i

k
(A.2)

where, tsc (¼tIC � tIO) is the real time interval over the scav-
enging process, which can be calculated by the scavenging valve
timing and the engine speed.

A.1.3 Scavenging time constant.
The ideal scavenging process can be modelled by the ‘perfect

displacement model’, where the volume of B zone containing only
fresh air increases from zero to the size of whole cylinder volume,
pushing A zone containing only exhaust gas out of the cylinder.
Based on the perfect displacement model, all the exhaust gases will
be perfectly pushed out of the cylinder volume by the fresh scav-
enging air and there will be no residual gas left in the cylinder after
scavenging. To express the scavenging time in a mean value model,
the scavenging time constant tsc is defined by Eq. (A.3) based on the
time when A zone disappears from the cylinder volume in a perfect
displacement model.

tsc ¼def V
~_Vsc�in

(A.3)

where, V is the volume of the cylinder, which is assumed to be
constant during the scavenging process (V]VIO); p is the pressure

in the cylinder; ~_Vsc�in is the real scavenging volume flow per cyl-
inder of the engine entering the cylinder at pressure p after the
inlet, which is calculated by Eq. (A.4);

~_Vsc�in ¼ Rsc�in,Tsc�in

p
, ~_msc�in (A.4)

A.1.3 Relative scavenging time.
The scavenging time tsc has been made nondimensional against

the scavenging time constant tsc as the relative scavenging time tsc;r
as shown in Eq. (A.5). Combining Eq. (A.2) to Eq. (A.5), the relative
scavenging time tsc,r is calculated by Eq. (A.6).

tsc;r ¼def tsc
tsc

(A.5)

tsc;r ¼Rsc�in,Tsc�in, _msc�in

p,V
,
k
i,N

(A.6)

A.2 Stage I: Two-zone scavenging model.
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The two-zone scavenging model is applied during stage I, as the
cylinder is divided into two zones, namely A zone and B zone. Pa-
rameters in A zone and B zone are calculated individually based on
the mass balance, air (or composition) balance, gas law and the
energy balance. The average value of the state parameters of the
whole cylinder volume are calculated bymixing A zone and B zone.
It is assumed that there is no mass and heat exchange between A
zone and B zone, and there is no heat exchange between the two
zones and the cylinder wall.

A.2.1 B zone.
According to the definition of B zone, there is only an ingoing

mass flow entering B zone and there is no mass flow flowing out.
According to the mass balance, the mass accumulation within B
zone is equal to the net inflow as shown in equation Eq. (A.7). The
final solution for the normalised mass of B zone after a certain
scavenging time is expressed by equation Eq. (A.8).

dmB

dt
¼ _msc�in (A.7)

mB

mð0Þ¼ SBð0Þ þ tsc;r,yð0Þ (A.8)

where, mð0Þ is the initial mass of the whole cylinder volume when
the scavenging starts; SBð0Þ is the initial mass ratio of B zone; yð0Þ is
the initial temperature ratio of the temperature in the cylinder to
that of the ingoing mass flow; tsc;r is the relative scavenging time.

The temperature is normalised against the temperature of the
ingoing scavenging mass flow as the temperature ratio, which is
defined by equation Eq. (A.9).

y ¼def T
Tsc�in

(A.9)

where, Tsc�in is the temperature of the ingoing scavenging mass
flow, which is equal to the temperature in the inlet receiver Tir.

The ideal gas law for B zone is shown in equation Eq. (A.10).

pB ,VB ¼ mB,RB,TB (A.10)

According to the energy balance, the accumulation of internal
energy in B zone is equal to the net inflowof enthalpy plus thework
done, assuming no heat exchange with the wall.

dUB

dt
¼ _Hsc�in � p,

dVB

dt
(A.11)

It is assumed that the specific heats of the gases in B zone and
the ingoing scavenging air are the same and constant during the
scavenging process. Combining equations Eq. (A.7), Eq. (A.10) and
Eq. (A.11), the final solution for the temperature in B zone in a
normalised form is shown in equation Eq. (A.12). According to gas
law, combining equations Eq. (A.10), Eq. (A.8) and Eq. (A.12), the
normalised volume of B zone is calculated by equation Eq. (A.13).

yB ¼def TB
Tsc�in

¼1þ SBð0Þ,½yBð0Þ � 1�
SBð0Þ þ tsc;r,yð0Þ (A.12)

VB

V
¼ SBð0Þ þ tsc;r (A.13)

According to the air balance, the air mass accumulation in B
zone is equal to the net air inflow as shown in equation Eq. (A.14).
The final solution for composition in B zone is calculated by equa-
tion Eq. (A.15).
23
dma;B

dt
¼ _ma;sc�in (A.14)

xB ¼ xsc�in �
SBð0Þ,½xsc�in � xð0Þ�
SBð0Þ þ yð0Þ,tsc;r (A.15)

A.2.2 A zone.
There is no mass exchange between A zone and B zone, so, the

composition in A zone is constant during stage I. Assume that the
composition of the outgoing scavenging mass flow is the same as
that in A zone during stage I as shown in equation Eq. (A.16).

xA ¼ xð0Þ ¼ xsc�out (A.16)

According to the mass balance, the mass accumulation within A
zone is equal to the net inflow.

dmA

dt
¼ � _msc�out (A.17)

The ideal gas law for A zone:

pA ,VA ¼ mA,RA,TA (A.18)

According to the energy balance, the accumulation of internal
energy in A zone is equal to the net inflowof enthalpy plus thework
done, assuming no heat exchange with the wall.

dUA

dt
¼ � _Hsc�out � p,

dVA

dt
(A.19)

Combining equations Eq. (A.17), Eq. (A.18) and Eq. (A.19), it is
proved that the temperature in A zone is constant.

TA ¼ Tð0Þ ¼ constant (A.20)

With the relationship of the volumes in the cylinder, i.e., V ¼
VA þ VB, the volume of A zone is calculated by equation Eq. (A.21).
According to the gas law, the mass of A zone is calculated by
equation Eq. (A.22).

VA

V
¼ SAð0Þ � tsc;r (A.21)

mA

mð0Þ¼ SAð0Þ � tsc;r (A.22)

A.2.3 The whole cylinder volume
The mean parameters of the whole cylinder volume are calcu-

lated by mixing the two zones based on the mass balance, air (or
composition) balance, gas law and the energy balance.

With the mass relationship in the cylinder volume, i.e., m ¼
mA þ mB, the total mass in the cylinder volume is calculated by
equation Eq. (A.23). According to the ideal gas law for the whole
(constant) cylinder volume, the average temperature in the cylin-
der is calculated by equation Eq. (A.24).

m
mð0Þ¼1þ tsc;r,½yð0Þ�1� (A.23)

y ¼def T
Tsc�in

¼ yð0Þ
1þ tsc;r,½yð0Þ � 1� (A.24)

The average composition of the whole cylinder volume is
calculated by equation Eq. (A.25). So, the final solution for the
composition of the mass in the cylinder is shown in equation Eq.
(A.26).
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x¼mA,xA þmB,xB
m

(A.25)

x¼ ½xsc�in,yð0Þ � xð0Þ�,tsc;r þ xð0Þ
1þ tsc;r,½yð0Þ � 1� (A.26)

A.2.4 End time of stage I.
A zonewill disappear at the end of stage I and themass in A zone

becomes zero as shown in equation Eq. (A.27).

mA

mð0Þ¼ SAð0Þ� tsc;r ¼0
�
tsc;r ¼ tsc;r;I

	
(A.27)

During stage I, mAð0Þ
mð0Þ � 0 and tsc;r � SAð0Þ, so, stage I will end at

tsc;r;I ¼ SAð0Þ.
A.3 Stage II: Perfect mixing model.
The perfect mixing model for a constant control volume (the

cylinder volume) will be applied in stage II as only the perfect
mixing zone (B zone) exists in the cylinder in this stage. The perfect
mixing model is also based on the mass balance, air (or composi-
tion) balance, gas law and the energy balance. In the perfect mixing
model introduced in (Stapersma, 1999) the heat exchange between
the gas and the cylinder wall has been taken into account. However,
in order to keep the assumptions consistent in this paper, the
perfect mixing model in stage II also neglects the heat exchange
with the cylinder wall. The final solution for the temperature,
composition and mass in the whole cylinder volume including only
B zone (perfect mixing zone) is shown in equations Eq. (A.28), Eq.
(A.29) and Eq. (A.30).

y¼ yIIð0Þ
1þ ½yIIð0Þ � 1�,
1� e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ� (A.28)

x¼ xsc�in �
½xsc�in � xIIð0Þ�,e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ

1þ ½yIIð0Þ � 1�,
1� e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ� (A.29)

m
mð0Þ¼ yð0Þ,

�
1�

�
1� 1

yIIð0Þ
�
, e�ðtsc;r�tsc;r;IÞ

�
(A.30)

where, xIIð0Þ and yIIð0Þ are the initial air mass ratio and tem-
perature ratio of stage II, which are calculated by the two-zone
scavenging model at the end of stage I (tsc;r ¼ tsc;r;I).

A.4 Mean value parameters of outgoing scavenging flow.
To calculate the condition in the outlet receiver, the parameters

of the outgoing scavenging flow, such as the mass msc�out , mean
value composition xsc�out and mean value temperature of the
outgoing flow Tsc�out need to be calculated.

A.4.1 Mass of outgoing scavenging flow.
According to the composition balance in the cylinder volume

expressed by Eq. (A.31), the average air mass ratio of the outgoing
scavenging flow is calculated by Eq. (A.32).

m¼mð0Þ þmsc�in �msc�out (A.31)

msc�out

mð0Þ ¼1þ yð0Þ,tsc;r � m
mð0Þ (A.32)

A.4.2 Mean value composition of outgoing scavenging flow.
According to the composition balance in the cylinder volume

expressed by Eq. (A.33), the average air mass ratio of the outgoing
scavenging flow is calculated by Eq. (A.34).

m , x ¼ mð0Þ,xð0Þ þmsc�in �msc�out,xsc�out (A.33)
24
xsc�out ¼ xð0Þ þ yð0Þ,tsc;r �m=mð0Þ,x
1þ yð0Þ,tsc;r �m=mð0Þ (A.34)

A.4.3 Mean value temperature of outgoing scavenging flow.
The energy balance for the cylinder volume with the assump-

tion of no work and no heat exchange with the cylinder wall is
expressed by Eq. (A.35).

cv , ½m , T �mð0Þ , Tð0Þ�¼ cp;sc�in , Tsc�in ,msc�in� cp;sc�out

, Tsc�out,msc�out

(A.35)

According to the assumption that the pressure in the (constant)
cylinder volume is constant (p,V ¼ constant) during scavenging
process and based on the ideal gas law (p,V ¼ m,R,T), it can be
concluded that the internal energy change in the cylinder volume is
zero, i.e., cv,½m ,T � mð0Þ ,Tð0Þ� ¼ 0. So, the mean temperature of
the scavenging flowout of the cylinder over the total outgoingmass
is calculated by Eq. (A.36) assuming the mean value specific heat
ratio of outgoing scavenging mass is the same as that of the ingoing
scavenging air (cp;sc�out ¼ cp;sc�in). The normalised mean temper-
ature of the outgoing scavenging flow is calculated by Eq. (A.37).

Tsc�out ¼ Tsc�in,msc�in

msc�out
(A.36)

ysc�out ¼
def Tsc�out

Tsc�in
¼ yð0Þ,tsc;r
1þ yð0Þ,tsc;r �m=mð0Þ (A.37)

Appendix B. Engine components model

B.1 Turbocharger model.
B.1.1 Buchi balance.
The most crucial physics for a turbocharged diesel engine is the

Buchi balance since it defines the cooperation between the three
components that actually make up the diesel engine: the cylinder,
the compressor and the turbine. The latter are directly cooperating
through the Buchi power balance but the mass flow and turbine
entry temperature in this balance interact with the cylinder pro-
cess, in particular with its gas exchange. The power balance be-
tween the compressor and the turbine is governed by the “Buchi
equation” (Eq. (B.1)) (Stapersma, 2010b). In the Buchi balance, the
turbocharger efficiency requires a good prediction of compressor
and turbine efficiency and thus good models for these components
and further a satisfactory model for the turbocharger mechanical
losses.

pcom ¼
2
41þ d,c,hTC,tTC,

0
@1� 1

p

ggas�1
ggas

tur

1
A
3
5

gair
gair�1

(B.1)

where, pcom is the compressor pressure ratio; ptur is the turbine
pressure ratio; d is the fuel addition factor (d ¼ 1=ð1 þ lÞ, l is the air
excess ratio); c is the ratio between specific heats of exhaust gas
and air (c¼ cp,gas/cp,air); hTC is the turbocharger efficiency; tTC is the
turbocharger temperature ratio (turbine inlet temperature divided
by compressor inlet temperature); ggas and gair are the specific heat
ratios of gas and air respectively.

B.1.2 Compressor and turbine characteristics

To predict the off-design performance, including part loads and
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transient operation performance, of the turbocharger as well as the
turbocharged engine, first principle parametric compressor and
turbine models developed in (Stapersma, 2013) have been used in
this paper. The compressor and turbine models are capable of
modelling the turbocharger characteristics, including the
compressor surge, turbine choking and compressor choking at high
rotational speeds. Since both the compressor and turbine models in
the overall enginemodel (Fig. 5) are analogous to resistancemodels
and represent flowmomentum balance, the inputs are the pressure
ratio and the turbocharger rotational speed while the outputs are
the mass flow, temperature ratio and the compressor or turbine
efficiency.

One of the potential safety threats to the turbocharged engine is
compressor surge, especially in part loads and dynamic operation
conditions. To quantify compressor surge behaviour, a compressor
surge index (SI) indicating the non-dimensional distance between
the compressor operating line and the surge line is defined as
illustrated in Fig. B.1. The compressor surge index is negative when
the compressor operates in non-surging area, positive when
working in surging area, while zero when it is hitting the surge line
(Fig. B.1).

B.1.3 Turbocharger mechanical efficiency.
In order to model the turbocharger mechanical efficiency at
Fig. B.1. Compressor Surge Index (SI).
various operating conditions, it is assumed that the turbocharger
torque loss is a function of the turbocharger rotational speed and
the compressor outlet pressure as shown in Eq. (B.2).

M*
loss;TC ¼1þ aTC ,

�
n*TC �1

	þ bTC,
�
p*com �1

	
(B.2)

Where, aTC and bTC are constants; M*
loss;TC , n

*
TC and p*com are the

normalised torque loss, turbocharger rotational speed and the
compressor outlet pressure as shown in Eq. (B.3), Eq. (B.4) and Eq.
(B.5).

M*
loss;TC ¼

Mloss;TC

Mloss;TC;nom
(B.3)

n*TC ¼
nTC

nTC;nom
(B.4)
25
p*com ¼ pcom
pcom;nom

(B.5)

Where, Mloss;TC;nom, nTC;nom and pcom;nom are the turbocharger
torque loss, turbocharger rotational speed and the compressor
outlet pressure at nominal operating condition.

B.2 Air cooler model.
The outlet temperature of the air cooler is calculated by Eq. (B.6)

according to the definition of the heat exchanger effectiveness εAC
of the air cooler in Eq. (B.7).

TCAC ¼ Tac � εAC,ðTac � TwaterÞ (B.6)

εAC ¼def Tac � TCAC
Tac � Twater

(B.7)

Where, Tac is the inlet temperature of the cooler; TCAC is the
outlet temperature of the cooler; Twater is the temperature of the
cooling water of low temperature.

The heat exchange effectiveness εAC is modelled as a function of
the air mass flow FCAC through the air cooler based on the theory of
the effectiveness of a counter flow heat exchangers, as shown in Eq.
(B.8).

εAC ¼
1� exp

h
� a,

�
F*
CAC

	�0:2
,
�
1� b,F*

CAC
	i

1� b,F*
CAC,exp

h
� a,

�
F*
CAC

	�0:2
,
�
1� b,F*

CAC
	i ð0� b�1Þ

(B.8)

with,

a¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

ln
�

1� εAC;nom

1� b,εAC;nom

�

b� 1
ð0 � b<1Þ

εAC;nom

1� εAC;nom
ðb ¼ 1Þ

(B.9)

Where, a and b are constants; εAC;nom is the heat exchange

effectiveness at the nominal condition; and F*
CAC is the normalised

air mass flow through the cooler as shown in Eq. (B.10).

F*
CAC ¼

FCAC

FCAC;nom
(B.10)

Where, FCAC;nom is the air mass flow through the cooler at the
nominal operating condition.

B.3 Auxiliary blower and non-return valve models.
The auxiliary blower is located in parallel with the non-return

valve between the charged air cooler and the inlet receiver. The
blower will assist the air supply when the turbocharger is not
capable of delivering sufficient air at low engine loads (Yum et al.,
2017). During engine operations, when the scavenging pressure
drops below a pre-set pressure (corresponding to an engine load of
approximately 25e35%) the blower will start and continue to run
until the scavenging pressure exceeds a certain value higher than
the pre-set pressure (corresponding to an engine load of approxi-
mately 30e40%) resulting in an appropriate hysteresis (MAN,
2014b). The closing and opening of the non-return valve are auto-
matically controlled by the pressures at two sides of the valve, i.e.,
the pressures at the air cooler outlet and in the inlet receiver. When
the blower is not in operation, the air cooler outlet pressure is
higher than the inlet receiver pressure and the valve will be open,
so, the air flow will enter into the inlet receiver through the valve;
otherwise, the valve is closed and the air flow will enter into the
inlet receiver through the blower. The auxiliary blower is modelled
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as a ‘fixed speed compressor’ using the same model as that of the
compressor. It is assumed that the blower will operate at only two
speeds, i.e., nominal speed (‘run’) and zero speed (‘stop’) and the
transient processes between ‘run’ and ‘stop’ has been neglected.
The non-return valve is modelled as a ‘flow resistance’ element
with pressure ratio across the valve as the input and mass flow
through the valve as the output.

B.4 Exhaust valve temperature model.
In (Grimmelius and Stapersma, 2000), a model of the exhaust

valve temperature for four-stroke diesel engines has been derived
from first principles. In this paper, the model of the exhaust valve
temperature for two-stroke diesel engines is upgraded from that
for four-stroke diesel engines introduced in (Grimmelius and
Stapersma, 2000) taking the differences between the gas ex-
change processes of two-stroke and four-stroke diesel engines into
account. It is assumed that the heating of the exhaust valve of the
two-stroke engine happens during the blowdown process and the
cooling of the exhaust valve happens in the second stage of the
scavenging process and the expelling process. The exhaust valve
temperature is calculated by Eq. (B.11). Note that, the exhaust valve
temperature calculated by Eq. (B.12) is in effect the average tem-
perature over the engine cycle weighted by the heating and cooling
effects.

Tev ¼ T6 þ r,Tsc�in

1þ r
(B.11)

r¼

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

s0:8,
�
Tsc�in

T6

�0:25

,

�
EC� IC
IO�EO

�0:2

tsc;r<tsc;r;I

s0:8,
�
Tsc�in

T6

�0:25
,

8>><
>>:
EC�

�
ðIC� IOÞ,tsc;r;Itsc;r

þ IO
�

IO�EO

9>>=
>>;

0:2

tsc;r� tsc;r;I

(B.12)

Where, s is the slip factor of the engine; tsc;r is the relative
scavenging time; tsc;r;I is the relative time of first stage of the
scavenging process.

B.5 Engine mechanical and heat losses models.
In the MVFPP engine model, the engine mechanical losses are

modelled as a frictional mean effective pressure using the structure
of the Chen & Flynn model (Chen and Flynn, 1965) with adaptable
constants, while the engine heat losses during combustion are
modelled using the Woschni's model (Woschni, 1967) at one point
in the Seiliger cycle, i.e. point 4, with a correction factor to allow for
the possible error of this simplification. The heat losses during
compression and expansion are allowed for by the polytopic ex-
ponents in the Seiliger stages 1e2 and 5e6.
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